
 

 

 

“Over the past several years, it has been a pleasure for myself and others at TFC to partner with 
TandemEDU. Throughout this time, TFC has seen TandemEDU students demonstrate both college 
readiness and performance. These students model academic excellence. We are excited regarding our 
continued partnership with TandemEDU as their students continue to succeed. It is no coincidence that 
these students consistently are successful at the college level as TandemEDU relevantly prepares its 
students for college courses. The preparation TandemEDU offers through courses such as College Prep 
English, Algebra 1, and Algebra 2 specifically has students equipped for the collegiate level of these 
essential topics. The community, through TandemEDU, encourages accountability and helps to 
motivate students. These factors play a key role in TandemEDU students achieving a college GPA 
higher than that of the average dual enrolled student.” 

 
 

 

“Toccoa Falls College and TandemEDU share the same goal – to facilitate an environment in which 
students learn to glorify God in every aspect, but particularly through the development of godly character 
and intellect as they learn to become servant-leaders in their generation. At TFC, we are consistently 
impressed with the academic success of TandemEDU students, but also with their enthusiasm for 
learning, their penchant for clear and professional communication, and their overall commitment to 
excellence. TandemEDU students are among the highest achievers at TFC, and it is a direct 
representation of the way that TandemEDU equips these students for a lifetime of service for God’s 
kingdom.” 
 

 

 

“Because TandemEDU has partnered exclusively with TFC, it has given our department the joy of 
working with their students over a period of several years. Working with the same students and 
parents for several years allows us to connect in a more meaningful way, which is one of my favorite 
aspects of my role at TFC. As with any online program, TFC’s online classes sacrifice face-to-face 
interaction for the convenience and flexibility of an online format. TandemEDU bridges that gap by 
providing face-to-face support for our online courses – the best of both worlds.” 
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